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bearing the potter's mark "ROIPV" stamped in the centre. Also, 
a palmer's shell, having fourteen scriptural subjects relating to the 
crucifixion carved upon it in relief.

MR. G. C. NEALE exhibited four coins in remarkably good 
preservation:—a silver penny of William Rufus,'with the legend 
on the reverse, "Leopold on Pine": a silver sixpence and three 
pence of Elizabeth, and a crown of the Commonwealth.

MR. NORTH sent an impression of a curious seal found in 
Bedfordshire, and contributed by way of illustration the following 
short Paper upon

MERCHANTS' MARKS.
I EXHIBIT an impression of an ancient brass seal, found some 
years since, suspended from a hook in a window of an old house 
in Bedfordshire. It evidently belongs to the class of seals known 
to antiquaries as " Merchants' Marks." Seals of this description 
have been used by merchants and traders from a very early period. 
Mr. C. Roach Smith (vide his Collectanea Antigua, vol. III., p. 
198), gives an account of some impressions in lead of Roman 
seals found in Suffolk and elsewhere, which he supposes to have 
been of this description; and specimens of those used by English 
and Continental merchants occasionally met with, or copies of 
their devices found upon tombs, as, for instance, upon the tomb of 
William Canynge, of Bristol, or upon ecclesiastical buildings, as 
in the case of that of Gaulter Framton, merchant, dated 1357, in 
the church of S. John Baptist, Bristol, to which he had probably 
been a benefactor (vide Newton's Display of Heraldry], show 
that they were extensively used by merchants in the middle ages. 

The merchant's mark proper is generally of a very rude 
character, so rude as to lead one to surmise that it might formerly 
have been used by illiterate merchants as a signature, more 
especially as many terminate with a cross ; others, however, are 
formed by a device, the prominent part of which is the initial or 
initials of the owner's name : a mark of this kind is to be seen in 
the old church, at Hull, and an instance will be familiar to the 
student of local history as formerly existing in the window of 
Wiggeston's Hospital, Leicester. Others, again, gave the name 
of the owner round the mark; this occurred, it will be remembered, 
upon the seal of Roger Dyvet exhibited at one of our recent 
meetings.* These marks were usually adopted by those who did 
not bear arms, but the tomb of William Canynge, of Bristol, in 
the church of S. Mary, Redcliffe, already mentioned, shows by

» This curious seal was found in Leicester. Dyvet is a name formerly common 
in Rutland: thus in the Court Roll for the Hundred of Casterton Parva, recording 
the proceedings of the 7th October, 9 Henry VII., Johanna Dyvet is amerced two 
shillings as a common brewer who neither exposed a sign, nor called the frank- 
pledge to taste her beer as she ought. Thomas Burton, gentleman, is amerced two-
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giving both his arms and his merchant's mark, that occasionally 
both were used. The merchant's mark, or brand, should not be 
confounded with the rebuses used so commonly upon seals in the 
fourteenth and following centuries; these usually made some 
punning allusion to the name of the user: thus one John Eagles- 
head gave as his seal an eagle's head; the Abbot of Ramsey bore 
a ram in a sea; [slip, Abbot of Westminster, represented his by a 
man slipping out of a tree, and supposed to be exclaiming 
" I slip " (vide Lower's Curiosities of Heraldry, p. 125), whilst 
our own Wiggeston, the founder of the Hospital in Leicester, 
used two wings issuing from a tun.*

The impression I now exhibit was kindly sent to me by a 
correspondent of " Notes and Queries." It will be observed that 
it is of rather an elaborate character; the lower part is heart- 
shaped, enclosing the letters H. N. and a rose or star ; from the 
heart issues a common device which approximates somewhat to 
the figure 4, above which is an antlered deer couchant, the whole 
being enclosed in a legend of unpointed Hebrew characters, which 
is translated " Naphtali is a hind let loose" (Gen. xlix 21). Had 
the initials been reversed there could have been little doubt from 
the inscription, that the owner's name was Naphtali Hind: never 
theless, there is every probability that the legend does refer in 
some way to the initials, and that the antlered deer, used as a 
kind of crest, refers to both, for it should be remembered that the 
hind or female of the reindeer, as well as the male, is provided by 
nature with horns.

It may be worth observing that seals similar to those mentioned 
above are still in use; a Bavarian merchant now uses one consist 
ing of a heart from which a cross surmounted by the figure 4 issues, 
initial letters being introduced (see " Notes and Queries," vol. ii., p. 
409). Whether he uses this seal as an antiquarian curiosity, or 
whether it is the lingering representative of an almost departed 
custom, I cannot determine.

pence for an affray upon Robert Dyvett; and Robert Dyvett is amerced three 
shillings and fourpence for drawing blood from Thomas Burton. Robert Dyvett is 
further fined for allowing a gate to be always open "which ought always to be 
closed."

* An example of this may still be seen carved in wood upon one of the porches 
in the front of Wiggeston's Hospital.




